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Context
ILVO has a long history in perennial ryegrass breeding. Due to its outbreeding nature, the L. perenne genepool contains high levels of
genetic diversity, which can be exploited for breeding. Classical breeding is based on phenotypic selection, possibly followed by the
identification of genetic markers associated with beneficial agronomic traits. Using an opposite approach, we explore genetic diversity
by revealing the alter egos of the ryegrass genome in a large collection of genotypes and computationally predict alleles with putative
beneficial phenotypic consequences. Additionally, we complete the gene set and order the genomic scaffolds for further comparative
analyses with related grass species.

Catalog of genomic variation

Published assembly = 48k scaffoldsAvailable datatypes

- 2 gene prediction sets
- Transcriptome assemblies
- Proteome of related species

13k scaffolds could be anchored 
based on genetic markers 

and projected synteny

Collection of 750 individual plants

Build consensus gene set 
using Evidence Modeler

Order scaffolds using Hi-C sequencing
resulting in 7 linkage groups

Targeted resequencing of 550 genes
that are known to control 
plant growth and quality

Hi-C confirms scaffold order 
projected from synteny

Compare with manual curation 
of the 550 candidate genes

- 97% complete gene set
- 90% exons correctly annotated

Database of genomic variation

Determine functional consequences

- Change in amino acid sequence
- Variation on conserved positions

Associate variation with phenotypes

Add gene models to PLAZA platform
for comparative genomics analyses

- Functional annotation
- Species-specific gene family 

expansion & gene losses

Walk from marker to gene to function

Compare synteny with related organisms


